
             YEAR 1 AUTUMN TERM  

 

 

Autumn Curriculum 
Reading: A range of genre from fiction and non-

fiction texts based on our under the sea topic. 

Main class text : Tiddler.  

Writing: Composing sentences orally. Sentence 

sequencing. Begin to punctuate sentences with 

capital letters, full stops and finger spaces. Use 

relevant strategies to build vocabulary 

(adjectives). All leading to Tiddler independent 

write. Seaside senses poem. 

Maths: Place Value – sort, count and group 

objects. Recognise, read and count to 10 

forwards and backwards. Count one more and one 

less within 10. Use mathematical vocabulary to 

compare numbers and groups, more, less, 

greater, fewer, bigger, smaller and daily 

arithmetic skills. 

Science: Materials. Name common materials and 

their properties. Sort materials according to 

their properties. Experiment – which materials 

would make the best boat?  

RE: Exploring faith within the current climate. 

PSHE: Being me in my world.  

D&T: Make Punch and Judy characters and 

perform own Punch and Judy performance in 

small groups. 

ART: Looking closely at sea creatures, pattern, 

texture and form. Using a range of loose parts 

to create representations of sea creatures.  

History: History of the Great British seaside 

and Punch and Judy. 

Geography: Exploring and designing maps, five 

oceans of the world. 

Computing: Internet safety. 

French: Numbers 1-10, days of the week, colours 

and simple everyday speech. 

Music: use voices expressively and creatively by 

singing songs and speaking chants and rhymes. 

 

 

 

 

 

START AND FINISH TIMES 

Children can be dropped off from 8.30am 

ready to start learning at 8.50am. They can be 

collected from 2.45pm to all staggered drop 

off and collections.  

UNIFORM 

Please ensure your child wears their uniform 

jumper and polo shirt / PE t-shirt and joggers 

/ leggings with their trainers as we are unable 

to change for PE / Outdoor Learning activities 

at the moment. 

READING 

Please encourage your child to 

read daily. 

 

 

 

 


